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the television special aired on september 15, 1999,
and the opening theme for the series was performed
by a band, called the backside band. it gained a cult
following;[53]the album too much rugratswas
released in early 2000, along with rugrats: for baby,
it's you! a rugrats karaoke song album,oh yeah!,
was also released in 2000. there is also a rugrats
album,gross out (released in 2002, which features
two songs from their 1999 album), for which only
three promo videos exist. the rugrats theme song
was created by christopher drake and recorded by
the backside band in los angeles, california.[55]
during the show's run, the song was given multiple
parodies, ranging from simple song parodies to pop-
song parodies. the first time the song was used in
the show was during the episode "babysitter
bungle" in 1999. in june 2000, the rugrats hit the
streets on rugrats kids clothing. a rugrats jigsaw
puzzle featuring dil, tommy, chuckie, angelica, kimi,
and their friends was released in february 2001. the
rugrats cd was released on november 27, 2001. it
debuted in the top 10 on the billboard's top
soundtracks. it remained on the top 10 for four
weeks. a second rugrats cd was released on march
24, 2003. the rugrats appear in other nicktoons
series.[56] in 2004, they make a guest appearance
onthe wild thornberrysin an episode titled "totally
ben 10." in 2006, they return in the episode "rugrats
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get lost in new york."[54] the rugrats theme song
can be heard in the episodes "baby-easter bunny",
"baby-leprechaun", "baby-troll", and "baby-baby-it's
christmas". in addition, the rugrats theme has been
used for rugrats commercials in which the pickles
family drives across the united states in a custom-
made van to sing the theme song.
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originally,the rungratswas titled tommy pickle. after
kevin michael richardson proposed the name

"rugrats" in reference to the main characters, the
show's creator and executive producer gabor csupo

agreed. the show's popularity grew, leading to a
spin-off,rugrats and friends. this show would feature
the characters once again, but in a whole new, adult
and sophisticated setting. it ran from 1988 to 1993.
in december 1993, nickelodeon cancelled the show
due to low ratings and little publicity. klasky csupo

re-established the show asrugratsand has since
produced 14 additional seasons, with 16th and final

season coming out in 2004. in the series, csupo
aimed to create a "family comedy" for the whole
family. though he aimed to make it accessible to

kids, he still wanted to encourage the adult
members of the family to watch and enjoy the show,

too. for example, a single mother with children
would know the family members by name. tommy
pickles would often encourage his siblings to sing
the lyrics to the theme song so his parents could

hear it. in an interview forback
stagemagazine,csupo said that he liked to "hear the
conversations" in his family about the new episode.
one episode introduced pickles' parents, who were
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"well aware of the character, but had not seen the
show", but didn't know what it was yet. the first

show, tommy and the great white thing,
demonstrated chuckie's adult voice when he told

tommy to stop "eating his food." this was a
reference to the impropriety of eating in public. the
second episode featured angelic susie's wedding to
a neighbor, whose name may have been mitch or
jake, during which she would slip in and out of her

dress. the last episode was set at the pickles' house
(the much-used setting), and featured the family's

christmas tree, which was a wal-mart christmas
tree. 5ec8ef588b
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